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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – JANUARY 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Steepening yield 
curve is
indicative of     
confidence in the  
economy and 
improving outlook.

 Drag from fiscal 
policy is expected 
to be far less over 
the coming year –
especially  in light 
of the recent 
budget deal.

 Recent efforts 
toward 
bipartisanship have 
reduced threat of 
major political 
disruption.

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer ConfidenceYield Curve

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthCompany GuidanceInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil Costs Business Outlook  Spending/
Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/ Wages

Personal Consumption/
Retail Sales

Labor Market Interest Rates
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – FEBRUARY 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Steepening yield 
curve indicative of     
confidence in the  
economy and 
improving outlook.

 Fiscal drag is 
expected to be far 
less over the 
coming year.

 Euro-zone recovery 
offset by slowdown 
in China.

 Recent efforts 
toward 
bipartisanship have 
likely reduced 
threat of major 
political disruption.

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer ConfidenceYield Curve

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthCompany GuidanceInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil Costs Business Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/ Wages

Personal Consumption/
Retail Sales

Labor Market Interest Rates
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – MARCH 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Economic Outlook

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthCompany GuidanceInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil Costs Business Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/ Wages

Labor Market Interest Rates

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Better income 
growth, job gains, 
and record high net 
wealth to boost 
consumer spending.

 Business investment 
set to improve on 
reduced uncertainty 
and need to expand 
capacity in 
anticipation of 
demand pickup.

 Fiscal drag expected 
to be far less over 
the coming year.

 Global outlook 
weighed down by 
emerging market 
turmoil.

Consumer Spending
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – APRIL 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Economic Outlook

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthCompany GuidanceInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil Costs Business Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/ Wages

Labor Market Interest Rates

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Better income growth, 
job gains, and record 
high net wealth 
expected to boost 
consumer spending.

 Business investment 
set to improve on 
reduced uncertainty in 
anticipation of 
demand pickup.

 The unwinding of QE 
has begun, but we 
expect the Fed to 
remain highly 
accommodative.

 Q1 earnings outlook is 
negative, but 
expected to pick up 
during rest of  2014.

Consumer Spending
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – MAY 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Better income growth, 
job gains, and record 
high net wealth 
expected to boost 
consumer spending.

 Business investment 
set to improve on 
reduced uncertainty in 
anticipation of demand 
pickup.

 Tapering should 
continue at a measured 
pace, but we expect 
the Fed to remain 
highly accommodative.

 Q1 earnings outlook is 
negative, but expected 
to pick up during rest 
of  2014.

Consumer Spending

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthCompany GuidanceInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil Costs Business Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/ Wages

Labor Market Interest Rates

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – JUNE 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthCompany GuidanceInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil Costs Business Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/ Wages

Labor Market Interest Rates

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve

Consumer Spending

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 While still a tailwind for 
growth, recent data 
points to a moderation 
in the housing recovery 
in the months ahead.

 Steady improvement in 
consumer sentiment 
continues, suggests 
more robust household 
spending ahead.

 Consumer and business 
loan demand is growing 
and banks are 
responding by easing 
lending standards 
further.

 Fiscal drag is on track 
to decline significantly 
in 2014 (0.5% vs. 1.9% 
in 2013).

Highlights
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – JULY 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Economic Outlook

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthCompany GuidanceInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil CostsBusiness Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/Wages

Labor Market Interest Rates

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve

Consumer Spending

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Steady improvement in 
consumer sentiment 
continues, suggests 
more robust household 
spending ahead.

 Evidence continues to 
mount that price 
pressures are building, 
but inflation outlook 
remains relatively 
subdued, keeping Fed 
accommodative.

 Mideast tensions raise 
risk of potential energy 
shock, but longer-term 
supply/demand balance 
remains favorable.

 Expectations of 
renewed political 
polarization with 
upcoming elections 
raise concerns.

Highlights
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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Barbara L. Klenovich, CFP | 4456 S. Whispering Circle | Colorado Springs, CO 80917 | (719) 550-4150Securities, insurance, and advisory services offered through FSC Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC |Tax Preparation offered through Barbara L. Klenovich are independent of FSC Securities CorporationCity National Rochdale Investment Management is not affiliated with FSC Securities Corporation
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – AUGUST 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening
Financial Market Impact

Highlights

� Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

� Pickup in hiring to  
support better 
consumer spending.

� Price pressures are 
building somewhat but 
inflation outlook 
remains relatively 
subdued, keeping the 
Fed accommodative.

� Improving credit 
demand and availability 
signal strengthening in 
domestic activity.

� Corporate guidance 
improving on better 
economic and sales 
outlook.

� Heightened geopolitical 
tension and renewed 
political polarization 
raises concerns.

Highlights

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthCompany GuidanceInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil CostsBusiness Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/Wages

Labor Market Interest Rates

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve

Consumer Spending
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.

Barbara L. Klenovich, CFP | 4456 S. Whispering Circle | Colorado Springs, CO 80917 | (719) 550-4150
Securities, insurance, and advisory services offered through FSC Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC |
Tax Preparation offered through Barbara L. Klenovich are independent of FSC Securities Corporation
City National Rochdale Investment Management is not affiliated with FSC Securities Corporation
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – SEPTEMBER 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Pickup in hiring should  
support better 
consumer spending.

 Price pressures are 
building somewhat but 
inflation outlook 
remains relatively 
subdued, keeping the 
Fed accommodative.

 Improving credit 
demand and availability 
signal strengthening in 
domestic activity.

 Corporate guidance 
improving on better 
economic and sales 
outlook.

 Heightened geopolitical 
tension and renewed 
political polarization 
raises concerns.

Highlights

Political EnvironmentCorporate Profit GrowthInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil CostsBusiness Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/Wages

Labor Market Interest Rates

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve

Consumer Spending

Company Guidance
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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Geopolitical RiskUS Political EnvironmentInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil Costs Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS – OCTOBER 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Economic Outlook

Highlights

 Indicators remain 
generally positive 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Pickup in hiring should 
support better 
consumer spending.

 Weakening global 
demand, along with 
increased domestic 
energy supply, reducing 
pressure on energy 
prices.

 Improving credit 
demand and availability 
signal strengthening in 
domestic activity.

 Struggling Eurozone 
weighing on global 
economy.

 Heightened geopolitical 
tension and renewed 
political polarization 
raises concerns.

Highlights

Corporate Profit Growth

Business Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/Wages

Labor Market Interest RatesConsumer Spending

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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Barbara L. Klenovich, CFP | 4456 S. Whispering Circle | Colorado Springs, CO 80917 | (719) 550-4150Securities, insurance, and advisory services offered through FSC Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC |Tax Preparation offered through Barbara L. Klenovich are independent of FSC Securities CorporationCity National Rochdale Investment Management is not affiliated with FSC Securities Corporation
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Geopolitical RiskUS Political EnvironmentInflation Credit Demand/                    
Availability

Fiscal PolicyEnergy/Oil Costs Equity Market ValuationLeading Indexes

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS –NOVEMBER 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening

Financial Market Impact

Economic Outlook

Highlights

 Indicators remain generally 
positive, signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

 Pick-up in hiring should 
support better consumer 
spending.

 Despite signs of bottoming, 
weak global demand, along 
with increased domestic 
supply, expected to keep 
energy prices low.

 Weakening global demand, 
along with increased 
domestic energy supply, is 
reducing pressure on 
energy prices.

 Improving credit demand 
and availability signal a 
strengthening in domestic 
activity.

 Struggling Eurozone is  
weighing on global 
economy.

 Heightened geopolitical 
tension and renewed 
political polarization raises 
concerns.

Highlights

Corporate Profit Growth

Business Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/Wages

Labor Market Interest RatesConsumer Spending

Monetary Policy Global Economic OutlookU.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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Barbara L. Klenovich, CFP | 4456 S. Whispering Circle | Colorado Springs, CO 80917 | (719) 550-4150Securities, insurance, and advisory services offered through FSC Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC |Tax Preparation offered through Barbara L. Klenovich are independent of FSC Securities CorporationCity National Rochdale Investment Management is not affiliated with FSC Securities Corporation
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Availability
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INDICATORS –DECEMBER 2014
INDICATORS ARE FORWARD-LOOKING 3 TO 6 MONTHS

When speedometer reflects two arrows, this indicates a change from the current month to the prior month. 
When speedometer reflects one arrow, this indicates that no change occurred. 

Positive/Strengthening Negative/Weakening
Financial Market Impact

Economic Outlook

Highlights

� Indicators remain 
generally positive, 
signaling modest 
expansion ahead.

� Pick-up in hiring and 
lower energy costs should 
support better consumer 
spending.

� Weakening global 
demand, along with 
increased domestic 
energy supply, is putting 
downward pressure on 
energy prices.

� Improving credit demand 
and availability signal a 
strengthening in domestic 
activity.

� Struggling Eurozone is  
weighing on global 
economy.

� Heightened geopolitical 
tension and renewed 
political polarization 
raises concerns.

Highlights

Corporate Profit Growth

Business Outlook 
Spending/Surveys

Housing/Mortgages Disposable Personal              
Income/Wages

Labor Market Interest RatesConsumer Spending

Monetary Policy

Global Economic Outlook

U.S. Economic Outlook Consumer SentimentYield Curve Political Environment
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice.  This 
presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein.

Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward looking statements, which do 
not reflect actual results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical 
financial information. Certain information has been provided by third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it 
has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed.

Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this 
document and are subject to change.

The indicators reflect forecasts of a 3 to 6 month time horizon. The colors of each indicator, as well as the direction of the 
arrows represent our positive/negative/neutral view for each indicator. Thus, arrows directed towards the (+) sign 
represents a positive view which in turn makes it green. Arrows directed towards the (-) sign represents a negative view 
which in turn makes it red. Arrows that land in the middle of the indicator, in line with the (0), represents a neutral view 
which in turn makes it yellow. All of these indicators combined affect City National Rochdale’s overall outlook of the 
economy.
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Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.




